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   The Theater Method explores many research variables at a time using the same script 

structure repeated many times with small variations based on the research variables. 

Inspired by acting, the Theater Method allows research participants to have in-person 

experiences of a robot doing unethical actions, for example, violating their character’s 

privacy without actually being emotionally damaged themselves. As an accoutrement to the 

in-person actor perspective, we can also collect data about the audience perspective via 

online video study, which also helps identify research variables for in-person exploration.  
 

   The Theater Method has benefits similar to traditional user studies for new research topic 

areas, but provides greater psychological and informational safety to its participants [1] [2] 

because the violations are simulated. Previous methods exploring sensitive topics like 

people’s privacy expectations of a robot are often at a distance from the privacy-violation 

(survey, video studies [3]); conservative (user study), or at a danger of putting the 

participant at risk (live deployment).  
 

   In our first experiment utilizing the Theater Method, we explored people’s attitudes 

toward robot data use in two phases: (I) where the participants see a robot interaction from 

an audience perspective and then (II) where the participants get to experience interaction 

with the robot from an actor’s perspective as they act in the same scene as (I) along with 

the robot and the same professional actor from (I). At the end of each scene in (II), the 

participants complete a survey.  

 

In varying the many scripts, we were able to explore themes of the robot’s data use, how it 

used that data, whether the comment it made was positive or negative, to whom it 

addressed the information. The audience perspective is great for collecting large-scale data 

about what might matter in an interaction, while the actor perspective provoked quite a lot 

of emotions from our participants to a range of comments by the robot. 

  

In future work, we would like to apply the Theater Method to other sensitive questions in 

robotics, such as a robot's moral decision-making (the trolley problem is not something that 

should be evaluated live), or a robot's potential role in mediating workplace harassment and 

civil interactions. We believe that the Theater Method will be particularly helpful when 

designing new social functionality into machines, and in areas where user sensitivities are 

not yet known. 
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